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Three- conductor , textile-covered cord s. Conductors are tinsel 
and have waterproof in sulation. 

P3H : The shanks of the No. 107 cord tips are insulated . 

When ordered equipped with an A .E. Co. D-5773 plug, the 
white conductor will be connected to the inside spring and 
the blue conductor to the outside spring on the side of the 
plug on which the head s of the clamping screws appear . 
The red conductor will be connected to the inside spring 
on the other side of the plug. 

For cords equipped with No. 310 and 240 type plugs, see 3P 
and 6P type cords. 

P3J : When ordered equipped with plugs, the white conductor 
will be connected to the tip on the notched side of the plug s 
and the blue conductor to the other tip . The red conductor is 
connected to both sleeves . 

Arranged Replaces 
Code Color for Plug No. Rating 

P3H Slat e f310 & A.E. Co. D-5773} 813 & P3C A.T.&T.Co.Std. l 310 & 240 type S 
P3J Red Two No. 241 A, B, or D 858 " " 

(' :' ) 1 ft., 2 ft. , 4 ft ., and 6 ft. cords can also be obtained when 
specified in the order. 

(t) 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft. , 8 ft. , 8 ft . 6 in., and 9 ft. 6 in. cords can 
also be obtained when specified in the order . 
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